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The statistical analysis of introns is a time-consuming task
which is not included into the repertoire of the currently
available intron www-sites (Croft et al., 2000; Damberger
and Gutell, 1994; Lopez and Seraphin, 2000; Sakharkar
et al., 2001, 2002; Saxonov et al., 2000). Our goal was
to establish an automatically updated intron resource for
the analysis of experimentally validated and statistically
balanced data sets according to various criteria. In addition to sequence retrieval and BLAST similarity search,
there are options to compare taxonomic groups based on
the NCBI Taxonomy Database, and to perform on-the-fly
statistics on intron and exon length, the number of introns
per gene, base composition, intron phases, as well as to
carry out a graphic comparison of two or more groups in
terms of the above variables. In addition, the analysis of

splice sites and testing of the exon shuffling hypothesis
(Kriventseva and Gelfand, 1999; Long et al., 1995) are
explicitly included. All analyses can be done either on
complete or statistically filtered data sets.
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ABSTRACT
Summary: A web server has been established for the
statistical evaluation of introns in various taxonomic groups
and the comparison of taxonomic groups in terms of intron
type, length, base composition, etc. The options include
the graphic analysis of splice sites and a probability test
for exon-shuffling within the selected group.
Availability: introns.abc.hu, http://www.icgeb.trieste.it/
introns
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